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Abstract
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Organic electrical energy storage (EES) is a growing field of research that is expected to play
an important role in the future, as the need for sustainable EES increases. Conducting redox
polymers (CRPs), i.e. conducting polymers with incorporated redox active moieties e.g. as
pendant groups (PGs), are proposed as a promising class of compounds for this purpose. Redox
cycling of the PGs can be utilized for high charge storage capacity, while the conducting polymer
backbone provides fast charge transport through the material. Some of the major challenges
with small-molecule systems for EES could be solved by using CRPs, e.g. capacity fading due
to dissolution of the active compound, and high resistance due to slow charge transport between
molecules. The latter issue is often solved by adding large amounts of conducting additives to
the active material, drastically lowering the specific capacity. In this project, CRPs are shown
to be able to function in battery cells without any additives, making both high capacity and high
power possible. Although several CRPs have been reported in the literature, very few detailed
studies have been conducted on the electrochemical processes of the two systems (i.e. the
conducting polymer backbone and the redox active PGs). An important factor to consider in CRP
design is the possibility for interaction between the two redox systems, which could be either
beneficial or detrimental to the function as EES material. In this thesis, CRP model systems
composed of hydroquinone functionalized polypyrrole have been studied, and they exhibit
separate redox reactions for the PGs and the backbone, overlapping in potential. Significant
interaction between them was observed, as oxidation of the PGs has severe impact on the
backbone: When the oxidized and hydrophobic p-benzoquinone PGs are formed, they pack and
force the polymer backbone to twist, localizing the bipolarons, and decreasing the conductivity.
This is accompanied by a contraction of the polymer film and expulsion of electrolyte. Overall,
the interaction in these polymers is destructive for their EES function, and it could be eliminated
by introduction of a long linker unit between the PGs and the backbone.
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Abbreviations 

CE Counter electrode 
CP Conducting polymer 
CRP Conducting redox polymer 
CV Cyclic voltammogram 
DFT Density functional theory 
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SEM Scanning electron microscopy 
SHE Standard hydrogen electrode 
SQ Semiquinone 
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Major symbols 

Symbol Name SI unit 

A Area m2 
Abs Absorbance - 
C Capacitance F = C/V 
d Distance m 
D Diffusion coefficient m2/s 
E Potential V 
E0 Standard potential  V 
E0’ Formal potential  V 
Eg Band gap energy J 
F Faraday constant C/mol 
Gp Polymer conductance S = Ω-1 
ΔG0 Gibbs free energy J/mol 
i Current A = C/s 
kB Boltzmann constant J/K 
m Mass kg 
n Amount of substance mol 
p Boltzmann population - 
q Charge C 
R Gas constant J/mol/K 
Rp Polymer resistance Ω 
T Temperature K 
t Time s 
V Volume m3 
z Number of electrons or charges - 
γ Geometry factor - 
λ Wavelength m 
ν Scan rate V/s 
σ Conductivity S/m = (Ωm)-1 
Φ Concentration mol/m3 
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1. General introduction 

Conducting polymers (CPs) are used in a number of applications including 
electrical energy storage (EES),1 solar cells,2 displays,3 actuators4 and sen-
sors.5 This large variety of uses originates from their many unique proper-
ties, most notably high electrical conductivity.6,7 Another class of electroac-
tive polymers, which have been employed in organic EES, is redox polymers 
(RPs).8 In such polymers, a redox active moiety is immobilized in a poly-
meric network that is usually non-conducting. By functionalizing CPs with 
redox active pendant groups (PGs), polymers with properties of both CPs 
and RPs can be obtained. Their redox response will originate both from the 
redox reaction of the PGs, and from the capacitive charging of the CP back-
bone. The PGs are immobilized as in a RP, while also benefiting from the 
high electrical conductivity of the CP. Such polymers (which will be referred 
to as conducting redox polymers (CRPs)) could find use in organic EES 
since they would not suffer from the two major problems with common or-
ganic EES materials: dissolution of the active material, and slow charge 
transport.9 It is however not trivial to combine the two redox systems in an 
optimal way, as there are many variables to consider in CRP design. For 
example, the PGs should be redox matched with the CP to allow stable and 
fast redox cycling, and interactions between the two systems might interrupt 
the function of either one.10 

While CPs and RPs have been reported extensively in the literature, there 
are relatively few studies on CRPs, and almost no investigations on back-
bone-PG interaction. In this work, a series of CRPs based on a polypyrrole 
(PPy) backbone with quinone functional groups have been studied. The fo-
cus has been on the electrochemical processes that occur during redox cy-
cling, their thermodynamic and kinetic properties, and the structural changes 
they induce. 

After a summary of the aims of the project in the next chapter, there are 
two introductory chapters discussing EES and redox active systems. In chap-
ter 5, the work carried out in this thesis is presented and discussed, including 
some additional background to specific topics when necessary. The thesis is 
concluded with a summary and some future perspectives. 
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2. Aims of the thesis 

This work has been aimed towards elucidation of the electrochemical prop-
erties of a series of PPy-quinone CRPs. The various redox reactions of the 
PPy and quinone systems and the interaction between them have been stud-
ied. Obtaining general guidelines to direct the design of new CRPs has been 
a main objective of this investigation, primarily considering them as a model 
for organic EES compounds. 

The specific aims of the included papers are as follows: 

 To study the redox chemistry of a series of isoindole-4,7-diones 
(IIDs), and to develop a computational model for accurate predic-
tion of those properties (Papers I & II). 

 To investigate the electrochemical and spectroscopic properties of 
the poly(pyrrol-3-ylhydroquinone) (PPyHQ) system, in order to 
uncover the mechanisms responsible for its unique behavior dur-
ing redox cycling, especially a loss of bipolaron states when the 
PGs are oxidized (Papers III – VI). 

 To examine the effect of quinone concentration (Paper IV), link-
er unit (Paper VI), solvent polarity (Papers IV & VI) and film 
thickness (Paper V) on the properties of PPyHQ polymers. 
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3. Electrical energy storage 

In an environmentally sustainable society, the electrical energy will be gen-
erated from renewable sources such as wind, wave and solar energy. These 
resources are inherently intermittent, experiencing both long and short time 
power fluctuations, and EES buffer systems will be needed in order to pro-
vide uninterrupted power supply.11 Another area with unceasing demands for 
better EES is portable electronics.12 The computational power of electronic 
devices increases exponentially (doubling every 1.5 years since the 1950s, 
often referred to as Moore’s law),13,14 and the battery development cannot 
keep up with that rate.15 Even though the number of computations per unit of 
energy also increases exponentially (doubling every 1.6 years),14 the battery 
will continue to be the limiting factor in portable electronic devices for some 
time, putting a cap on the usage time.15 This is not only a problem for the 
rich world; the standard of living in developing countries has been shown to 
benefit greatly from the availability of cell phones etc.16 High power and 
capacity EES technologies are also required for a transition from fossil fuel 
based transportation to electric or hybrid vehicles, crucial for the halt of 
global warming.12,17,18 Due to the large variation in demands, there is no 
single technology that will be used in all these applications, but lithium ion 
batteries (LIBs) are expected to continue to play a major role, as they have 
done for the last two decades.12,18 The efforts towards a sustainable future 
will depend upon step changes in EES that drastically increase energy and 
power capabilities, which is only possible by developing completely new 
chemical systems as the active EES component, since current commercial 
systems are close to their theoretical maximum values.19 

Today’s LIBs rely on nonrenewable active materials, primarily metal ox-
ides for the positive electrode.11 The production of these materials is highly 
energy demanding and expensive, and recycling has so far been of limited 
practical value.17 Furthermore, the raw material supply is scarce, and often 
limited to volatile areas of the world, prone to sudden disruptions in produc-
tion and subsequent price variations.17,20 These factors have led to high prod-
uct prices that have limited the utilization of LIBs.17,21 Furthermore, due to 
the need for mining and high temperature production methods of the cathode 
materials, LIBs have a large carbon footprint of production.12 According to 
one calculation, an electric vehicle driven by a LIB needs to be recharged 
about 120 times before there is any benefit at all in carbon footprint, com-
pared to a gasoline driven car.12 Preferably, it should even have a much 
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longer lifetime to significantly reduce the environmental impact, which is a 
big challenge. In order to produce truly sustainable rechargeable batteries, 
there has been a lot of interest in organic matter based LIB materials.12 Such 
compounds are based on carbon and contain no heavy metals, and can there-
fore be synthesized from biomass with low temperature methods (so called 
“green chemistry”).12 At the end of the battery lifetime, they can be safely 
combusted, and the lithium easily recovered.12 Organic LIBs are therefore 
expected to be an important EES technology of the future, discussed further 
in section 3.2.12 

3.1 Energy storage devices: Batteries and capacitors 
There are two main types of EES devices: batteries and capacitors, which 
store energy by fundamentally different processes.22 A battery consists of 
two electrodes, with a different active material on each, as exemplified in 
Figure 1a with lithium on the negative electrode and a quinone compound 
(Q) on the positive electrode. When the battery releases energy (discharg-
ing), lithium metal is oxidized and Q is reduced, according to 

 ⟶  (1) 

 2 ⟶  (2) 

Electrons are thus released in the negative electrode reaction and consumed 
in the positive electrode reaction, and are driven through the external circuit 
to power a device. Lithium ions produced at the negative electrode travel 
across the separator to charge compensate the Q2- formed on the positive 
electrode. The electrolyte soaking the separator therefore needs to be ionical-
ly conducting, and normally consists of an organic lithium salt solution.22 
During charging, the reactions occur in reverse. The difference in redox po-
tentials of the two electrode reactions is the source of the cell potential of the 
battery (Figure 1c). In the context of LIBs, the negative electrode is often 
called the anode, while the positive electrode is called the cathode, even 
though generally in electrochemistry, this definition only holds during the 
discharge process, and the nomenclature is reversed during charging. 

A capacitor holds energy by storing charges directly on the electrodes, 
creating an electric field across the dielectric medium separating the two 
electrodes (Figure 1b). No redox reactions occur at the electrodes in a “pure” 
capacitor, but in so called electrochemical capacitors, redox reactions can be 
part of the process creating the charges responsible for the electric field.11,22 
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Figure 1. Schematic view of a) a battery and b) a capacitor during discharge. 
c) Potential scale with redox potentials for the Li0/+ and Q0/2- couples. 

 

 
Figure 2. a) Ragone plot, showing specific power and energy for different EES 
devices on a double logarithmic scale. Dashed contour lines show device time con-
stants.11,12,22,23 b) Typical values of potentials and specific capacities for some com-
mon groups of active materials in LIBs. Dashed contour lines for specific 
energy.19,21 
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Two important quantities for EES devices are specific energy and specific 
power, and typical values are shown in the so called Ragone plot in Figure 
2a.11,12,22,23 The specific energy is defined as energy stored per unit mass 
(J/kg or Wh/kg), while the specific power relates to how quickly that energy 
can be accessed (J/kg/h or W/kg).22,23 Batteries in general have higher specif-
ic energy than capacitors, but lower specific power, and batteries are there-
fore useful in e.g. portable electronics, in which it is desirable to operate the 
device for a long time and the load is rather constant. High power is neces-
sary in e.g. hybrid vehicles, grid buffer systems and circuit board switches, 
in which the energy must be provided fast.12 Batteries are located in the low-
er right corner of the Ragone plot (Figure 2a) since they have high specific 
energy but relatively low specific power, with time constants in the order of 
hours, which is the typical charging time.22,23 Capacitors are in the opposite 
corner and operate on a much shorter timescale, while electrochemical ca-
pacitors have intermediate properties.22,23 For batteries, the specific energy is 
determined as the product of the specific capacity, i.e. the amount of charge 
stored per unit mass (in C/kg or mAh/g), and the battery cell potential (E, 
with unit V).12 Figure 2b shows some common LIB active materials in these 
dimensions, with contour lines for specific energy.19,21 

Charging or discharging a battery and a capacitor at constant current 
while monitoring the potential reveals one of the principal differences be-
tween the two device types: A battery quickly reaches a plateau and operates 
at a constant potential, while the potential of a capacitor changes linearly 
with the amount of charge (q) or time (t, Figure 3a).11 The derivative of the 
charge with respect to potential is called the differential capacitance (dq/dE, 
Figure 3b) and it shows the distribution of potentials at which charge is be-
ing passed.24 A battery has a dq/dE peak at the operating potential, while a 
capacitor has a constant value throughout the charging.24 This constant value 
corresponds to the charge that can be stored for a certain potential increase, 
and is known as the capacitance (C, with unit C/V or F).22 It is thus possible 
to qualitatively distinguish capacitive charging behavior from the voltage 
plateau observed for battery charging.11 The reason for this difference is that 
the potentials of the two battery electrodes are fixed by the redox potentials 
of the redox processes that occur (Figure 1a and c), while in a capacitor, 
charges are stored electrostatically, and it becomes progressively more diffi-
cult to insert charge, due to coulombic interactions.22 
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Figure 3. a) Charge curves for a capacitor and a battery, charged at constant current. 
The potential of a capacitor increases linearly during charging, with a slope deter-
mined by the inverse of the capacitance. A battery has a constant potential during 
most of the charging process. b) Differential capacitance curves for the charging of a 
capacitor and a battery, calculated from the derivative of the charge passed with 
respect to potential. Circles denote the beginning of charging, and squares the end. 

3.2 Organic energy storage 
To make LIBs more environmentally friendly, lots of organic compounds 
have been investigated for use as the active electrode component.9,12,25 Most 
research has been done on the positive electrode,9 for which the need for 
improvement is highest,18 and the most commonly studied categories are 
carbonyl compounds (including e.g. quinones26 and imides27), radicals8 (no-
tably nitroxides28), sulfur compounds,29 and CPs.30,31 As can be seen in Fig-
ure 2b, they offer capacities and specific energies that are competitive with 
metal oxides. The sulfur compounds can even achieve far superior energy, 
but they suffer from very poor power capabilities.9 CPs were actually used in 
the first LIBs,30 but low capacities and stability issues have ruled them out 
for this purpose.32 However, CPs are actually electrochemical capacitor ma-
terials rather than battery materials (further discussed in section 4.3), and 
have therefore been used in high-power applications.1 Carbonyl compounds 
and radicals have shown the most promise so far: radicals have very high 
potential, while carbonyls have higher capacity.9 Work on organic materials 
for the negative electrode has mostly been concerned with polycyclic aro-
matic compounds as well as carbonyl compounds such as quinones and car-
boxylates, as they can also have very low potentials.25,33  

Organic based electrodes have several advantages over the more common 
inorganic materials, above all the possibility to synthesize them cheaply with 
low-energy processes from renewable sources (as discussed above).12 Mate-
rials based on organic polymers also open up for easy fabrication of thin, 
mechanically flexible batteries that could be incorporated in e.g. clothing 
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and bendable displays, a possibility that has boosted interest in polymers for 
all parts of the battery.34 The cause of this property is that polymers can be 
made amorphous and do not rely on a well-defined crystal structure, as the 
inorganic materials do.25,35 For this reason, the common problems caused by 
volume changes during cycling could also be avoided with organic poly-
mers.8,36 Nevertheless, there are several challenges facing organic based LIB 
electrodes that have kept this research area from commercialization so far: 
First, small organic compounds are generally very soluble in the organic 
electrolytes used in LIBs, and the available active material thus decreases 
rapidly during usage, leading to poor cycling stability.8,9,33 To solve this 
problem, RPs have been employed with some success,37 especially for the 
radical compounds.8 The active material is then immobilized on a polymer, 
which prevents dissolution by increasing the molar mass. Second, the elec-
tron transport through the material is usually slow, leading to high resistanc-
es and decreased usable capacities due to inactive regions.9 To remedy this, 
the same method as in inorganic LIB electrodes is normally used, i.e. to mix 
the active material with conducting additives such as carbon black.8,26-29,33 
This increases the usable power, but decreases the specific energy, as the 
added mass does not contribute to the energy. Third, organic compounds 
have lower densities than inorganic salts, so while the specific energy (or 
gravimetric energy density) is comparable, the volumetric energy density is 
much lower than for inorganic materials.11,12 Therefore, in applications 
where the available space, rather than the mass of the battery, is important, 
organic materials will not be beneficial.12 A lot of research is directed to-
wards solving these problems, as well as finding new active compounds with 
superior performance.  
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4. Redox active systems 

The most basic requirement for a compound to be able to function in a re-
chargeable battery is that it can reversibly undergo oxidation and reduction, 
as in Figure 1a (Equations 1 and 2), which can be written in general as 

 
⇌  

(3) 

where z is the number of transferred electrons.24 The standard potential (E0) 
is determined by the standard Gibbs free energy (ΔG0) as 

 
Δ Δ Δ  

(4) 

 
Δ

 (5) 

where F is the Faraday constant.24 The reduced species is stable below E0, 
and the oxidized species is stable above E0.24 The oxidized and reduced spe-
cies have the same energy at E0 (Figure 1c), and when both forms coexist, 
the potential is determined by the Nernst equation:24 

 
 

(6) 

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and aOx and aRed are the 
activities of the oxidized and reduced forms, respectively. In a battery, with 
all redox species in the solid state, the activities are unity, and the potential is 
therefore fixed at E0 when both solid redox forms are present.  

All the compounds discussed for organic EES in section 3.2 (Figure 2b) 
feature reversible redox reactions. Both the oxidized and reduced forms of 
the molecules must be chemically stable to allow reversibility and to avoid 
side reactions. One of the redox forms is generally charged, which can be an 
issue for organic compounds. For this reason, most of the discussed mole-
cules are conjugated, which allows the charge to spread across several at-
oms, stabilizing the charged species.9 Only the radical compounds are usual-
ly not conjugated, and electron donating alkyl substituents are instead used 
to stabilize the radical and the charge.8 
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4.1 Electrochemical techniques 
A number of electrochemical techniques are available to study the redox 
processes of electroactive compounds, and they are usually performed using 
a setup with three electrodes immersed in electrolyte solution:24 The relevant 
electrochemical reactions occur at the working electrode (WE), causing a 
current to flow through this electrode. The counter electrode (CE) closes the 
electrical circuit and provides an opposite current to the system. Finally, the 
reference electrode (RE) consists of a redox couple with a well-defined po-
tential, and the potential of the WE is set versus the RE. No current flows 
through the RE, and it only acts as a point of reference for the WE 
potential.24 Potentials are often reported vs the standard hydrogen electrode 
(SHE) in aqueous electrolytes, and vs the ferrocene redox couple (Fc0/+) in 
organic electrolytes.38 This practice will be followed throughout this thesis. 

In common electrochemical techniques, either the WE potential is con-
trolled and the current is recorded, or vice versa. In a cyclic voltammetry 
experiment, the potential is scanned linearly with time, and the current is 
recorded as a function of the potential. When the potential reaches a set min-
imum or maximum, the scan direction is reversed, and a so called cyclic 
voltammogram (CV) can consist of several of these sweeps.24 Figure 4b 
shows a CV of p-naphthoquinone (a p-benzoquinone derivative) dissolved in 
acidic aqueous electrolyte: Starting at high potentials, there is no current (no 
reaction occurring), but scanning to lower potentials, a current starts to flow 
and reaches a peak value when the potential is close to E0, since p-
naphthoquinone can be reduced at those potentials (as discussed in some 
detail in the next section). The subsequent decrease in current below E0 is 
due to limitations in the diffusion of p-naphthoquinone to the WE. On the 
reverse scan, corresponding oxidation currents are observed, and E0 is often 
determined as the average of the oxidation and reduction peak potentials. 
Since the current is the derivative of charge with respect to time (i = dq/dt), 
and the scan rate (ν = dE/dt, potential change per unit time) is constant, the 
charge passed in a reaction is the integral of the CV peak divided by scan 
rate: 

 
1

 (7) 
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Figure 4. CVs of a) PPy and b) p-naphthoquinone in acidic aqueous electrolyte 
(three consecutive scans for each). Note the similarity of the current distribution 
over potential with the differential capacitance curves in Figure 3b for a capacitor 
and a battery. 

By varying different parameters such as scan rate, temperature, electrolyte 
composition (e.g. solvent, salt, pH, etc.) or electrode type, and observing the 
change in the potential-current response (e.g. peak shape and position), in-
formation about reaction kinetics (e.g. rate constants and diffusion coeffi-
cients) and energetics (e.g. formal potentials, enthalpies and entropies) can 
be obtained.24 

Differential pulse voltammetry and square wave voltammetry are tech-
niques similar to cyclic voltammetry but with slightly more complex poten-
tial-time profiles, which allow higher accuracy in some cases. The WE po-
tential can also be stepped to different values, and the current response over 
time recorded, in a so called potential step (PS, or chronoamperometric) 
experiment. This is useful for determining the kinetics of a redox reaction. If, 
instead of controlling potential, a fixed current is passed through the WE, the 
potential can be recorded as a function of time, which is similar to the con-
stant current battery charging shown in Figure 3.24 

4.2 Quinone electrochemistry 
The electrochemistry of the quinone/hydroquinone redox couple has been 
investigated for over a century,39 and remains one of the most comprehen-
sively studied groups of electroactive compounds.40,41 This is primarily be-
cause quinone compounds are biologically relevant, being involved in vari-
ous cell processes including the electron transport chain.41,42 Quinones are 
conjugated diketones that are structurally similar to the archetypal compound 
p-benzoquinone (top right structure in Figure 5). Structures with similar 
electronic features, e.g. with the oxygens replaced by other atoms, are also 
called quinoid.43 The properties of quinones are different from other conju-
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gated ketones, primarily because they have the possibility of benzenoid 
structure in a charge separated resonance form.43 The electronic structure is 
thus not simply cross conjugated, but has some aromatic character.43 

 
Figure 5. Redox processes of quinones, including all proton and electron transfers. 
Horizontal arrows denote proton transfers and vertical arrows denote electron trans-
fers. Each oxidation state is marked with a gray box, with the fully oxidized Q state 
on top, the radical SQ state below, and the fully reduced HQ state on the bottom. 

In aqueous electrolyte, quinone electrochemistry is somewhat more intricate 
than the simple scheme in Equation 3 (or indeed than in Equation 2, in the 
absence of a proton donor), since two protons and two electrons are involved 
in the reaction: 

 
2 2 ⇌  

(8) 

where Q is the oxidized deprotonated state and QH2 is the reduced protonat-
ed state (Figure 5).40 Three oxidation states are possible, namely the fully 
oxidized, quinone, state, the intermediate semiquinone (SQ) state (which 
contains a free radical), and the fully reduced hydroquinone (HQ) state 
(Figure 5).40 The electron and proton transfer steps can occur in a number of 
different sequences, and the pathway will depend on parameters such as the 
pH of the electrolyte, the electrochemical method used and the substituents 
on the quinone.40 The electrolyte pH will shift E0 from the value at standard 
conditions (pH = 0) according to the Nernst equation (Equations 6 and 8): 
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 2
∙ 59 mV (9) 

where E0’ is the formal potential, defined as the apparent standard potential 
at pH ≠ 0.24 The factor 59 mV can be evaluated since [Q] = [QH2] at E0’, and 
is valid at room temperature (25 °C).24 E0’ is also heavily influenced by the 
substituents on the quinone molecule, especially their electronegativity.40,44 

In aprotic solutions, quinones can still be reduced, cycling only between 
Q / Q●- / Q2- (Figure 5), without taking up protons, which is shown in the 
LIB example in Figure 1b.40 The deprotonated reduced forms are higher in 
energy, however, and the redox potential therefore drops considerably when 
the electrolyte is changed from aqueous to organic.40 Another effect is that in 
organic electrolytes, the two redox steps are normally observed separately as 
two oxidation/reduction peak pairs in a CV.40 In aqueous solution, on the 
other hand, the SQ state is often not stable, and undergoes disproportiona-
tion, leading to a single CV peak pair for the entire two-electron process.40 
This means that the Q/SQ formal potential is lower than that of SQ/HQ, so 
that the second electron transfer is energetically easier than the first.24,40 A 
CV of p-naphthoquinone in aqueous solution is shown in Figure 4b, exhibit-
ing a single redox peak pair at the Q/HQ formal potential. 

4.3 Conducting polymers 
Since the discovery that certain polymers can achieve metallic conduction, 
there has been intensive research in this area.7,31,45 In 2000, Heeger, Mac-
Diarmid and Shirakawa were awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry for their 
work on CPs in the 1970s.46 Today, CPs are used in a number of products 
including actuators,4 organic light emitting diodes,3 molecular electronics,47 
photovoltaics,2 sensors,5 as well as electrochemical capacitors.1,31 The wide 
range of applications for CPs is possible due to several unique properties, in 
addition to electrical conductivity, such as electrochromism3 and electrolu-
minescence,48 and the fact that many properties can be altered by changing 
the applied potential. For example, the polymer films expand and contract 
during their redox reactions, they often exhibit color change, and their con-
ductivity can be altered by many orders of magnitude, simply by varying the 
applied potential.7 One of the best studied CPs is polyacetylene (PAc), even 
though it has poor chemical stability and is difficult to synthesize, and it was 
the discovery that this polymer could be electrically conducting that led to 
the mentioned Nobel Prize.7,49 However, electrical conductivity in CPs was 
actually reported more than a decade previously for PPy,50-52 polyaniline53,54 
and others.55 Many other CPs have since been discovered, e.g. polythio-
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phene, polypyridine, poly-p-phenylene and poly-p-phenylenevinylene.31 
Nevertheless, due to its simple structure, it is convenient to use PAc as a 
model for CPs when discussing the origins of their properties. 

4.3.1 Polyacetylene 
PAc has the chemical formula (-CH=CH-)n and can be thought of as a long 
chain of carbon atoms, each with one bond to a hydrogen. It is possible to 
construct molecular orbitals (MOs) for PAc by combining the individual 
atomic orbitals, and for the limiting case of a polymer of infinite length the 
result is a continuous energy band that is half filled (Figure 6a).49 In this 
model all carbon-carbon bonds are assumed to be equivalent (i.e. complete 
resonance and delocalization of the π electrons), which is not the case in the 
real system.49 Due to a type of Jahn-Teller distortion, known as the Peierls 
distortion, the bond length alternates between shorter and longer bonds, and 
can formally be written as an alternating single/double bond structure (i.e. 
localization of the π electrons to the double bonds, Figure 6b).7,49 While this 
increases the σ energy levels (not shown in Figure 6) and the π* levels, the π 
electrons are stabilized, and the total energy of the system is decreased.7 This 
leads to an energy band gap (Eg) between the filled π levels (the valence 
band) and the empty π* levels (conduction band).7,49 The highest occupied 
MO (HOMO) in the valence band has bonding character of the double 
bonds, and the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) in the conduction band has 
antibonding character of the double bonds.49 

It is worth mentioning that since a real system does not consist of infinite 
polymer chains, the band model described above will not be entirely accu-
rate. For this reason, a model at the molecular level has been suggested to be 
more appropriate for describing CPs.6 As the chain length increases, howev-
er, the difference between discrete energy levels will decrease as there are 
more available redox states for a single polymer chain, increasingly resem-
bling a band structure.6 
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Figure 6. Chemical structure and energy diagrams of the model CP PAc. Gray de-
notes filled bands and white denotes empty bands. a) Completely delocalized struc-
ture with equal bond lengths, leading to a half-filled band (imaginary structure). b) 
Peierls distorted structure with a filled valence band and an empty conduction band, 
separated by a band gap. c) Oxidized structure with a polaron, creating new states in 
the band gap. d) Further oxidized structure with bipolarons, and with new bands 
developing. Possible spectroscopic transitions shown for d. 

The conductivity (σ) of CPs (or any material) arises from the availability and 
mobility of charge carriers.7 σ is proportional to the number density of 
charge carriers (Ncc), which is exponentially dependent on the energy re-
quired to promote an electron to an unoccupied level, i.e. the band gap ener-
gy, 

 
μ  

(10) 

 ∝  (11) 

where qcc and µcc is the charge and mobility of the charge carriers, respec-
tively, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.7,56 Electronic conductivity is thus 
highly dependent on the band gap energy. Metals, which have a half-filled 
electronic band structure similar to that of the imaginary PAc structure in 
Figure 6a, thus have superior conductivity since there is no band gap. Insu-
lating materials have very large band gaps, and semiconductors have inter-
mediate Eg values. For this reason, PAc is an insulator or a semiconductor in 
its neutral state, due to the large band gap created by the Peierls distortion.7  

The discovery that PAc can achieve high electrical conductivity was made 
when oxidizing the polymer.7,46 Removing an electron from the structure 
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creates a so called polaron, a positively charged moiety with an unpaired 
electron spin that is delocalized over a few atoms (Figure 6c).7,57,58 The in-
troduction of a polaron creates new energy levels in the band gap due to 
distortion of the polymer chain (sp3 character on the chain of sp2 hybridized 
carbons).7,57 The decrease in energy required to promote electrons to new 
levels increases the conductivity dramatically, so that while neutral PAc has 
a conductivity of 10-10 – 10-8 S/cm, oxidation increases it several orders of 
magnitude to 102 – 105 S/cm, close to metallic conductivity.7,56 Further oxi-
dation will lead to formation of multiple polarons on the chain, and at some 
point, additional oxidation will create so called bipolarons, spinless moieties 
with a charge of +2.7,57 When enough bipolarons (or, in some CPs, polarons) 
are created on the chain, they will interact to form small bands, rather than 
discrete energy levels, between the valence and conduction bands (Figure 
6d).7,57 Polaron formation is brought on by oxidation for PPy, polyaniline 
and many other CPs, while e.g. polypyridine is instead made conducting by 
reduction. A few CPs have conductivity at both high and low potentials, 
most notably PAc and polythiophene, but the resistive nature of the neutral 
state is common for all CPs. 

The development of new energy levels and bands during the oxidation of 
CPs can be followed spectroscopically.57-61 Neutral CPs ideally only have 
one transition in the UV/vis/NIR range, namely the band gap transition 
(HOMO to LUMO).57,58 It is usually difficult to achieve complete reduction, 
however, and other residual absorbance bands are often observed.58 There is 
also one absorbance band present at high energies that is of disputed origin.60 
The mid gap states formed upon oxidation lead to new transitions (Figure 
6d), which allow facile monitoring of the charge state of the polymer 
through the increase in absorbance of those bands, and decrease of the band 
gap transition absorbance.57,60 This is also the cause of the color change that 
most CPs exhibit when oxidized and reduced, making them suitable in elec-
trochromic devices.3 

4.3.2 Polypyrrole 
It has long been known that pyrrole has the ability to form polymers,62 but 
the first thorough study of PPy was performed in 1963 by Weiss et al., who 
investigated its structure and electrochemical properties.50-52 Theirs was one 
of the first reports of electronic conductivity in organic polymers.51,52 PPy 
did not receive much attention until after the discovery of conduction in 
PAc, but during the 1980s there was extensive research on PPy, and at that 
time about half of the publications concerning CPs were studies of PPy.63 

PPy consists of pyrrole repeating units that are primarily connected on the 
α-positions (Figure 7), and can be considered as a “rigid PAc” in which 
some main chain carbon atoms are connected by an amine group. This 
makes the polymer more planar, which is beneficial for the conductivity 
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since it extends the conjugation (better overlap between the atomic orbitals). 
The bonds between pyrrole units have some rotational freedom, and twisting 
of the pyrrole rings relative to each other will result in lower conductivity.6,7 
Oxidation of the polymer leads to formation of polarons and bipolarons 
(Figure 6c and d), and the positive charges are compensated by incorporation 
of anions in the polymer film (Figure 7).6 The ions are accompanied by sol-
vent molecules due to e.g. coordination and osmosis, which leads to swelling 
of the film upon oxidation.6 The oxidation process is also known as doping, 
although it is completely different from the doping of inorganic semiconduc-
tors. The counter ion is therefore sometimes called the dopant, and the 
charge state, i.e. the number of charges per monomer unit, is referred to as 
the doping level of the polymer. The maximum doping level of PPy is often 
quoted as 0.25 – 0.33, i.e. one charge per 3 – 4 monomers, but the stability at 
such high doping levels is very poor, which imposes a decreased practical 
limit on the oxidation.6,32 

 
Figure 7. Redox cycling of PPy, showing a segment of the chain. Neutral (reduced) 
state on top and polaron (oxidized) state on bottom with the counter ion A-. Further 
oxidation will lead to bipolarons, cf. Figure 6d. 

A CV of PPy can be seen in Figure 4a, and this is the typical behavior of all 
CPs.6 Starting at low potentials, the polymer is reduced and thus non-
conducting. No current is passed until the potential reaches the doping onset 
potential (EPPy, the potential at which the oxidation process begins), which 
makes the film electrically conducting. As the polymer is oxidized, charges 
are stored on the polymer chain at a relatively constant rate, independent of 
potential. Therefore the CV response is a constant current above EPPy. Note 
that this is fundamentally different from a quinone CV (Figure 4b), in which 
the redox reaction takes place at a specific potential, i.e. all molecules are 
oxidized around the formal potential, independent of the oxidation state of 
the other molecules. In PPy there is significant communication between the 
sites being oxidized (the conjugated pyrrole units), and therefore PPy does 
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not have one single E0 value. Instead, each charge added to the polymer 
chain will increase the potential required to oxidize an adjacent site, due to 
coulombic interaction. This is the reason that CPs behave as electrochemical 
capacitors rather than proper battery materials, i.e. the potential of PPy in-
creases linearly as the polymer is charged, whereas hydroquinone will react 
at E0’, giving a potential plateau (Figure 3a). Note the similarity between the 
differential capacitance curves in Figure 3b and the CVs of PPy and 
p-naphthoquinone in Figure 4. Hence, the difference between batteries and 
capacitors is reflected in the intrinsic electrochemical properties of the redox 
couples (e.g. quinones) and CPs (e.g. PPy). 

Pyrrole is very easily polymerized, to the degree that even though the 
monomer itself is colorless, it will quickly turn yellow from formation of 
oligomers, even when stored cold in a sealed, dark container. Polymerization 
can be performed by addition of a chemical oxidation agent, through electro-
chemical oxidation, UV irradiation, increased temperature, or addition of an 
acid.6,64 The mechanism of oxidative polymerization (either by chemical or 
electrochemical methods) starts by the formation of a pyrrole radical cation 
(Figure 8). Two oxidized monomers then react to form a spinless, charged σ-
dimer, which deprotonates to reform the aromatic structure.6 The polymeri-
zation has been shown to proceed by further dimerization to form longer 
chains, rather than addition of single monomer units (Figure 8).6,65 This 
mechanism is thus not a form of living polymerization, since the formed 
radical is quenched in each dimerization step, and additional oxidation is 
needed to form a new reactive radical. At some critical chain length, the 
polymer becomes insoluble and forms a precipitate. In electrochemical 
polymerization, where oxidation occurs close to the WE, the polymer will 
precipitate onto the electrode surface and form a film. Ideally, the film is 
conducting and hence does not block the electrode from additional polymer 
formation, and very thick polymer films can be produced in this manner.6 

 
Figure 8. Polymerization of pyrrole by subsequent dimerization steps consisting of 
oxidation, dimerization and deprotonation. The α- and β-positions of pyrrole are 
indicated in the starting monomer structure (top left). 
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The pyrrole α-carbon is more reactive than the β-carbon, and the polymeriza-
tion therefore occurs mainly through α-α’ coupling.6,64 In longer chains, 
some coupling may occur on the β-position.6,66 Limited β-coupling can be 
beneficial for conductivity and material properties, since it creates a 
branched network rather than one-dimensional chains.6,67,68 However, it in-
troduces irregularities in the polymer that might not be reproducible. 

PPy with additional functionality can be obtained by substitution on the 
available β-carbon or nitrogen, or by using functionalized counter ions. The 
latter is the easiest strategy, since it does not require synthesis of new pyrrole 
derivatives, but it is limited to large ions that become trapped in the polymer 
matrix.69 Substitution on the nitrogen is relatively easy to achieve, but this 
has detrimental effects on the conductivity, which decreases even upon me-
thyl substitution, since the pyrrole units become twisted due to steric hin-
drance.70,71 The β-carbon is the most difficult position to functionalize, due 
to the more reactive α-carbon and limited possibilities for selectivity be-
tween the two.64,72 Usually, a very bulky protecting group such as triiso-
propylsilyl is attached to the nitrogen, blocking the α-carbon sterically to 
avoid polymerization or other reactions on that position.72 Despite the syn-
thetic difficulties, β-substitution is the best option to achieve versatile func-
tionalization without disrupting the PPy backbone. 

4.4 Redox polymers 
Besides CPs, an important class of electroactive polymers is RPs, in which 
redox active moieties (e.g. quinones) are incorporated in the polymer ma-
trix.73 They have the electrochemical response of discrete surface bound 
redox couples that are ideally not interacting with each other, i.e. the redox 
reaction proceeds at a fixed potential (similar to Figure 4b). RPs thus exhibit 
battery behavior (Figure 3), as opposed to the capacitive charging of CPs. 
RPs can also exhibit some degree of electronic conductivity through electron 
hopping between the redox active groups.74 This is however limited to a 
narrow potential region close to E0’, since it depends on the availability of 
both reduced and oxidized species. 
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5. Conducting redox polymers 

Polymers with both a CP backbone and redox active PGs exhibit properties 
of both CPs and of RPs. This could be highly beneficial in EES applications, 
as the PGs can yield a battery material with high specific capacity, while 
using the polymer backbone only for its electrical conduction. In this way, 
the advantages of both classes of polymers are used, and could represent an 
important step in the developing field of organic EES. We have chosen to 
use the term conducting redox polymers to classify this group of polymers. 
Possible applications for this type of polymers, besides EES,27,75 include 
solar cells,76 transistors,77 catalysis,78 and sensors,79 all benefiting from the 
additional properties of the two redox systems. Compared to the vast number 
of reports concerning either CPs or RPs, relatively few studies have been 
performed on CRPs. The research has mostly been concerned with metal 
containing functional groups, e.g. ferrocene,74,80 porphyrin81 and bipyridine 
metal complexes.10 Reported purely organic (i.e. metal free) CRPs include 
PPy, polythiophene and polyaniline that have been functionalized with qui-
nones,75,82-88 other carbonyl compounds,27 nitroxides,89 pyridines,90 phenothi-
azine,91 or sulfur compounds.92 In general, the properties of these polymers 
have not been thoroughly investigated, specifically with respect to the inter-
action between the two separate redox systems, and any new features that 
emerge from that combination. 

In this project, CRPs based on quinone PGs on a PPy backbone were cho-
sen as the object of study. Leaving the PPy nitrogen unsubstituted (to main-
tain high conductivity), functionalization is limited to the β-position. The 
smallest possible monomer composed of pyrrole and quinone is IID (Figure 
9a), with the two ring systems fused, which is discussed in section 5.2. An-
other possibility is substitution, rather than ring fusion, which leads to de-
creased electronic communication between the two moieties, as in PPyHQ 
(Figure 9b). To separate the two systems further, different linker units can be 
introduced, with varying length, stiffness and conjugation (Figure 9c). The 
two latter compounds are discussed in section 5.3. 
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Figure 9. Quinone/pyrrole compounds discussed here. a) IID, b) PPyHQ, and c) 
PPyHQ polymers with a linker unit (L) between the PPy backbone and the HQ PGs. 
n denotes the degree of polymerization. 

5.1 Design principles 
The performance of a compound in a final battery cell will be influenced by 
a number of properties of the material in the device, e.g. cycling perfor-
mance, actual cell potential, chemical and thermal stability, morphology, 
compatibility with electrode additives and electrolyte, etc. The feasibility 
will also depend on parameters such as cost and processability. These issues 
are difficult to predict in the early stages of research, and the investigation 
must be performed on a more fundamental level, studying the intrinsic prop-
erties of the compounds. Not all of these properties will be general and di-
rectly applicable to other systems, but some of the gained knowledge will be 
valuable in the design of new and better molecules. 

A simple parameter to consider in the design of active EES materials is 
the molar mass (M, in g/mol), since the theoretical specific capacity (in C/kg 
or mAh/g) is inversely proportional to M, 

 Theoretical specific	capacity  (12) 

and minimal mass of the capacity carrying unit thus leads to high specific 
capacities. This leads to a large disadvantage of using metal containing moi-
eties, since the specific capacity will necessarily be low due to high M. Less 
trivial concerns in active compounds design include the monomers’ ability to 
form polymers, ensuring fast charge transport, and redox matching between 
the PG and the CP. 
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5.1.1 Polymerizability 
Functionalizing pyrrole monomers can influence their ability to form poly-
mers, by disturbing some step in the polymerization reaction (Figure 8). The 
first reaction step, in which a radical forms on the pyrrole α-carbon, might be 
impeded if the oxidation potential is increased by the substitution, or if the 
radical spin distribution is altered (i.e. the radical is not primarily in the 
α-position). In addition to these electronic properties, the following steps 
(dimerization and deprotonation) can be inhibited by too bulky substituents. 
Two α-carbons might then not be able to come close enough to react, or the 
formed σ-dimer may not deprotonate and planarize. Introducing a linker unit 
between the pyrrole unit and the PG can reduce the steric hindrance in such 
cases. Increasing the length of the linker will reduce both the electronic and 
steric influence, and a more flexible linker will also have lower steric hin-
drance. 

5.1.2 Charge transport 
Since the main advantage of CRPs over RPs is improved conductivity, it is 
important to consider the limitations of charge transport in the polymers. 
There are several processes occurring during redox cycling of CRPs that are 
necessary for charge transport between the PGs and the electrode, and any of 
them can in principle be rate limiting. These include the kinetics of the PG 
redox reaction, the electron transfer to the CP backbone, conduction through 
the backbone, electron hopping between polymer strands, and diffusion of 
counter ions. The PG kinetics can be influenced by the attachment to a CP, 
especially if it is strongly electron withdrawing or donating so that the elec-
tron distribution of the involved MOs is changed. However, for the PPy-
quinone polymers discussed here the PG redox reaction is strikingly unaf-
fected by the CP. The electron transfer between the PG and the CP backbone 
relies on orbital overlap between the two moieties. Since the spatial distribu-
tion of MOs decreases exponentially with distance (except for very close 
contact), the orbital overlap will also decrease exponentially, lowering the 
electron transfer rate, and a short linker is thus beneficial in this respect. A 
conjugated linker can also increase the electronic communication, and isoen-
ergetic states on the moieties are also beneficial, as discussed in the next 
section. Charge transport through the CP depends on isoenergetic sites on 
the backbone, to allow high mobility of the (bi)polarons. In functionalization 
there is a risk of altering the energy levels on some of the monomeric units, 
thus creating “energy traps” that hinder charge transport. If the backbone is 
forced to twist due to the steric bulk of the PGs, this will also be detrimental 
to the conductivity through the CP. Introduction of a linker unit will limit 
both the electronic and steric influence of the PGs on the CP. The choice of 
linker will therefore be different to optimize CP/PG electron transfer, or CP 
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conduction. The hopping of charge carriers between polymer strands is often 
limiting in CP conduction, and creating long polymer chains will limit the 
need for such interchain hopping.7,56 Finally, diffusion of counter ions is 
necessary to change the doping level of the CP, and it can be rate limiting if 
their concentration or diffusion rate is too low, or if the porosity of the pol-
ymer film is too low.6,93 

5.1.3 Redox and energy matching 
As a battery electrode will operate at the formal potential of the active mate-
rial, it is important that the PGs and the CP backbone are redox matched. If 
the PGs of a CRP are to be used as the capacity carrying moiety, their formal 
potential will determine the working potential of the material. This potential 
must be above the doping onset potential of the CP to benefit from electrical 
conductivity, and the potential must also be sufficiently low so that the CP is 
stable at the corresponding doping levels. This imposes a rather narrow po-
tential region in which the PGs must be redox active (about 500 mV for 
PPy32,93), cf. Figure 2b for a comparison of the CP potential window and the 
widely spread potentials of redox active compounds. 

Most CRPs in the literature are not redox matched, with the PG formal 
potential far below the CP doping onset potential. It has however been 
achieved in a few cases, with quinone82-85 (in aqueous solutions), nitroxide,89 
ferrocene,74 and phenothiazine91 substituents. Note that when used in organic 
solutions, the quinone redox potential will drop far below the CP doping 
onset potential.75,86,88 PPy-quinone CRPs will thus only be useful in aqueous 
electrolyte, limiting the maximum available cell potential. 

In addition to the matching of redox potentials, MO energy matching is an 
important factor for fast charge transport between the backbone and the PGs 
(especially in applications where the CP is not doped), because the electron 
transfer will benefit from isoenergetic MO levels.10 Furthermore, energy 
matched CRPs can utilize the conductivity of both the CP backbone and the 
RP electron hopping to achieve enhanced sensitivity in sensors, as well as in 
other applications in which the conductivity is crucial.10 

5.2 Isoindole-4,7-dione 
IIDs are composed of pyrrole fused with a p-benzoquinone ring (Figure 9a). 
Among the compounds in Figure 9 it has the lowest molar mass, and hence 
the largest theoretical specific capacity (369 mAh/g for polyisoindole-4,7-
dione, Equation 12). It also has the largest degree of electronic communica-
tion between the two ring systems. Two positions on the quinone unit are 
available for substitution to tune the potential, and a series of compounds 
with different quinone substitution patterns were synthesized (Papers I & II). 
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Due to limitations in the synthetic strategy, the nitrogen was methyl substi-
tuted in all cases. Typical IID monomer CVs are shown in Figure 10, in 
aqueous (inset) and organic electrolyte. In water, the IIDs undergo one 2e-, 
2H+ reversible redox reaction, between the QH2 and Q forms (Figure 5), 
while in organic electrolyte, there are two separate reactions at low poten-
tials, corresponding to the sequential reduction to the SQ and HQ states. 
There is also an irreversible oxidation at high potential, centered on the pyr-
role ring, similar to the first oxidation step in the pyrrole polymerization 
reaction (Figure 8). None of the IID compounds formed a polymer, however 
(examined further in section 5.2.3), and the following discussion hence only 
concerns the monomers. 

 
Figure 10. CV of 5-chloro-2-methylisoindole-4,7-dione in organic electrolyte (black 
line, separate scans over each quinone peak pair in dotted gray lines) and in aqueous 
electrolyte (inset, pH 8, four scans). Adapted from Paper II with permission from the 
publisher. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 

5.2.1 Computational model 
To aid in the compound design, accurate prediction of quinone redox poten-
tials was desired prior to synthesis. Density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions were employed to this end (Paper I). The energy of each oxidation and 
protonation state (Figure 5) was calculated by first performing an energy 
minimization in the gas phase to obtain the optimal structure, then calculat-
ing the thermal correction factor at room temperature (ΔG0

therm), and finally 
calculating the energy in solution (ΔG0

sol). The total Gibbs free energy of a 
molecule (ΔG0

tot) is the sum of these two contributions: 

  (13) 
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Each relevant protonation state must be taken into account to get an accurate 
picture of the reactions taking place. To get a unique energy for each oxida-
tion state, the energies of the protonation states were pooled according to the 
Boltzmann distribution. The population pi of a certain protonation state i is 
thus 

 
 

(14) 

where gi, Ni and  is the degeneracy, number of molecules, and Gibbs 
free energy of state i, respectively, and j is the range of all protonation states. 

 includes the energy of bringing the remaining protons into solution, so 
that e.g. for the protonation states i = 0 to 2 of HQ (bottom row in Figure 5), 
the respective energies are 
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where  is the energy of bringing a proton into solution, which is 

given at a certain pH by 

 
∙ 59 meV 

(18) 

where the solvation energy in the standard state is = 1107.8 

kJ/mol.94 The total Gibbs free energy of an oxidation state at each pH is then 
calculated by weighting the separate energies with the Boltzmann popula-
tions, according to 

 
⋅  

(19) 

and the formal potential of the transition between each oxidation state can 
then be calculated with Equations 4 and 5. A plot of E0’ vs pH is known as a 
Pourbaix diagram, and is useful for showing the different redox reactions 
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(different pathways in Figure 5) occurring at varying potential and pH (see 
Figure 2 in Paper II). If E0’Q/SQ < E0’SQ/HQ, disproportionation will occur and 
E0’Q/HQ will be observed instead, as discussed in section 4.2. 

The formal potential calculated by this method was found to be in excel-
lent agreement with the experimentally observed values (Figure 11a), with a 
mean average deviation of only 38 mV for the IID series, and was valid over 
the entire water potential window. The potential had a strong correlation 
with the electronegativity (the Hammett parameter) of the quinone substitu-
ents (Figure 11b). For substituted IIDs, the potential can thus be predicted 
according to this simple linear relationship, with slightly lower accuracy than 
performing the entire DFT calculation procedure described above. 

 
Figure 11. a) Experimental vs calculated E0’ of a series of substituted IIDs in aque-
ous solution at pH 7. The line shows the ideal behavior y = x. b) IID E0’ values as a 
function of the sum of the Hammett parameter σp (related to the electronegativity) of 
the quinone substituents, with a linear fit (r2 = 0.91). Adapted from Papers I & II 
with permission from the publisher. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 

5.2.2 Selective potential tuning 
During the investigation of the spectroelectrochemical properties of the IID 
series, an unexpected relationship was discovered (Paper II). The IIDs have 
three spectroscopic transitions in the UV/vis region (Figure 12), and while 
two of them (b and c in Figure 12) have little or no correlation with E0’, the 
energy of the third transition (a in Figure 12) has a clear linear relationship 
with E0’. This can be understood when examining the electron density distri-
bution of the involved MOs (Figure 12a). HOMO-4 and LUMO have large 
electron densities on atoms 5 and 6 (the positions that are substituted in the 
IID series). HOMO and LUMO+1, on the other hand, have very little elec-
tron density on those atoms. By changing the substituents, which mostly 
vary by their electron withdrawing effect (Figure 11b), the energies of only 
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those MOs that have large electron density on the substituted positions are 
expected to change. Thus, the HOMO and LUMO+1 energies will be con-
stant in the IID series, while the HOMO-4 and LUMO energies will vary. 
E0’ for the IIDs corresponds to the reduction potential, i.e. the energy of 
adding electrons to the molecule in the LUMO. Since the HOMO energy is 
constant, the HOMO-LUMO transition energy (a in Figure 12) will vary 
linearly with the LUMO energy, and therefore with E0’. The HOMO-4 to 
LUMO transition has no clear correlation with E0’ since both those MOs are 
affected by the substitution to approximately the same degree. Finally, the 
HOMO to LUMO+1 transition is also not affected because neither of those 
MOs is influenced by the substitution. 

 
Figure 12. a) Energy diagram for IIDs with the available spectroscopic transitions, 
showing the involved MOs. b) Wavelength (left axis) and energy (right axis) of the 
transitions in the IID series, plotted vs E0’, with linear fits (r2 is 0.99 for a, 0.04 for b 
and 0.39 for c). Adapted from Paper II with permission from the publisher. Copy-
right 2013 American Chemical Society. 

The investigation of this spectroelectrochemical relationship leads to a useful 
piece of information, namely that even for this very conjugated system, with 
large electronic communication between the quinone and pyrrole moieties, 
the potential of the quinone can be selectively tuned, without affecting the 
pyrrole potential. This is achieved by substitution of the quinone moiety, as 
in the investigated series, which affects the LUMO energy (and the E0’ of the 
quinone (Figure 11)), but not the HOMO energy. While the LUMO is cen-
tered on the quinone unit, the HOMO is centered on the pyrrole unit (Figure 
12a). The energy of taking an electron from the HOMO (oxidation, as in 
Figure 8) is therefore not affected by the substitution and is relatively con-
stant within the IID series. This is important for a CRP since it is desirable to 
tune the quinone potential to within the CP potential window, without 
changing the potential of the CP. 
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5.2.3 Polymerization 
Despite a number of different applied reaction conditions (varying the elec-
trochemical technique, substrate, solvent, etc.), none of the IIDs formed pol-
ymers. The pyrrole radical cation was formed (Figure 10), but in some of the 
subsequent reaction steps, the polymerization was stopped. It is likely that 
steric hindrance is the major issue since all monomers were N-methylated, 
and the fused quinone moiety adds to the bulk that needs to fit close to the 
backbone, with very limited flexibility. This is expected to twist the PPy 
chain, which prevents extended conjugation, and is probably inhibiting for-
mation of oligomers of any appreciable length. 

5.3 Poly(pyrrol-3-ylhydroquinone) 
Unlike the IID series, the pyrrole monomers in Figure 13 could be polymer-
ized through electrochemical oxidation (Papers III – V). A CV of 1 in ace-
tonitrile reveals two irreversible oxidations (Figure 14a). The first oxidation 
is centered on the phenyl ring and leads to detachment of one or both methyl 
groups, and the second oxidation is centered on the pyrrole moiety. When 
cycled over the second oxidation, there is an increase in capacitive currents 
at low potential, confirming growth of CP on the electrode (inset in Figure 
14a). The formed polymer is electroactive in aqueous solution as well 
(dashed line in Figure 14b) and exhibits both capacitive charging of the PPy 
backbone (cf. Figure 4a) and a small reversible redox reaction of the PGs 
that have been demethylated twice during electropolymerization, thus having 
redox active HQ structure. Further demethylation can be performed by al-
lowing the polymer to react with the strong oxidizer BBr3 (reaction ii in Fig-
ure 13). The resulting polymer has greatly enhanced PG redox activity 
(black solid line in Figure 14b), while not showing any signs of decreased 
PPy activity (Paper III). 
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Figure 13. Synthesis routes towards PPyHQ, either via polymerization of the di-O-
methylated monomer 1, and subsequent demethylation, or through direct polymeri-
zation of the HQ substituted monomer 2. i) Electropolymerization, ii) Demethylation 
with BBr3. 

A similar polymer could also be synthesized directly from the non-
methylated monomer 2 (Paper IV; P1 and P2 will denote polymers made 
from 1 and 2, respectively, while PPyHQ refers to a polymer made from 
either monomer). CVs of 2 and the resulting polymer are essentially identi-
cal to those of 1, except that P2 has a larger HQ peak relative to the PPy 
charging. This reflects the lower than quantitative conversion of the BBr3 
demethylation reaction, yielding a polymer (P1) that does not have a redox 
active HQ on each subunit. The fact that the polymers have both the same 
PPy doping onset potential (EPPy = 0.04 V) and PG formal potential (EQ

0’ = 
0.55 V), however, shows that the energetics of the CP and the PGs are unaf-
fected by the synthesis route. Also, the quality of the CP backbone (conduc-
tivity, stability, etc.) is also similar between the polymers, despite the rather 
harsh reaction conditions that BBr3 imposes. 

In addition to the PPyHQ polymers with direct substitution, a series of 
polymers with different linker units between the PPy backbone and the HQ 
PGs were synthesized (PPy-L-HQ, Figure 9c, Paper VI). All linked polymers 
were made by polymerization of the corresponding di-O-methylated mono-
mers, and subsequent demethylation of the polymers by BBr3. All linked 
monomers and polymers in the series exhibited CVs with the same features 
as in Figure 14, but with slightly lower onset potentials of the second mon-
omer oxidation. EQ

0’ was similar for all polymers, but EPPy for all PPy-L-HQ 
polymers was lower than for PPyHQ, and more similar to unsubstituted PPy. 
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This indicates that the energetics of the PGs are unaffected by the linker unit, 
but that the quality of the CP backbone is improved by the linker, since the 
doping is facilitated (electrically conducting at lower potentials). 

 
Figure 14. a) CV of 1 in acetonitrile. Inset shows the growing capacitive charge 
from the formed polymer. First scan shown in black and subsequent scans in lighter 
color (indicated by arrow direction in inset). b) CV of P1 before (dashed gray line) 
and after demethylation (solid black line), in aqueous electrolyte buffered at pH 
2.00. The polymer CV is similar to a superposition of the separate CVs in Figure 4. 
Blank electrode for comparison (dotted light gray line). Adapted from Paper III with 
permission from the publisher. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 

The electrochemical response of PPyHQ represents the ideal case for a CRP, 
i.e. the normal CP capacitive charging with an overlaid reversible redox 
reaction at the PG E0’ that is redox matched with the CP (in acidic aqueous 
solution). A number of other techniques were employed to gain further 
knowledge about this system, including pure electrochemical techniques as 
well as in situ methods such as spectroelectrochemistry, electrochemical 
quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) and conductivity experiments, and the 
results from these studies are presented in the following sections. In addition 
to that information on the molecular level, some general comments about the 
physical structure of the polymers can be made: While PPy derivatives usu-
ally have a very typical morphology composed of globular particles, the 
PPyHQ films have a more flat morphology, as can be seen with scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM, Figure 15). There is some contribution from 
globular particles connected in a web-like structure, but it is mostly com-
posed of a homogenous layer, featureless down to < 100 nm (constituting the 
gray “background” in Figure 15). PPyHQ was also found to be amorphous, 
as determined by X-ray diffraction. 
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Figure 15. SEM micrograph of PPyHQ showing the very flat morphology of the 
majority of the polymer film (seen as the gray “background” in the micrograph) as 
well as some globular structures. 

5.3.1 Kinetics  
Kinetic information about the redox reactions can be obtained by varying the 
scan rate, and well defined redox peaks are obtained for PPyHQ up to ν ≈ 
1000 V/s (Paper V). The peak split (potential difference between oxidation 
and reduction peak potentials, Ep,ox and Ep,red) for the PPyHQ PG redox reac-
tion is constant at low scan rates, and at high scan rates the peaks diverge 
linearly with ln(ν), according to Laviron behavior (Figure 16a):24,95 

 , ′ ln  
(20) 

for the reduction, where α is the so called transfer coefficient24 and k0
red is 

the rate constant for the reduction reaction. A similar equation holds for the 
oxidation peak, with α substituted for β = 1 – α. By fitting the peak potentials 
at high ν to these equations (Figure 16a), rate constants of 0.55 and 4.4 s-1 
are obtained for the reduction and oxidation, respectively (in aqueous elec-
trolyte buffered at pH 2.00). 

The behavior of the peak currents at different scan rates also yields im-
portant information about the system (Figure 16b). For a surface bound ana-
lyte, the oxidation peak current (ip,ox) is given by24 

 , 4
∗  (21) 

where A is the electrode area and Γ*red is the total surface coverage of the 
reduced species. ip,ox is thus proportional to ν, and a plot of lg(ip,ox) vs lg(ν) 
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(as in Figure 16b) has unity slope. For an analyte dissolved in the electrolyte, 
the redox reaction is in most cases diffusion limited at the peak, and ip,ox is 
instead given by 

 , 0.4463 ∗ (22) 

where DR and C*R is the diffusion coefficient and bulk concentration of the 
reduced species, respectively.24 (The factor 0.4463 derives from the need to 
solve equations numerically to find the maximum current.24) In this case a 
plot of lg(ip,ox) vs lg(ν) thus has slope 0.5, which is also the case for any re-
dox reaction that is limited by linear diffusion of some species. For the 
PPyHQ HQ to Q conversion the slope is close to 1.0 for thin polymer films 
(~10 nm), but the slope decreases to 0.5 for thicker films (~1000 nm, Figure 
16b). This shows that there is a transition from kinetic to diffusion limitation 
when the polymer film thickness is increased. 

 
Figure 16. a) Peak potentials and b) oxidation peak currents at various scan rates. 
Aqueous electrolyte buffered at pH 2.00. 

A series of PSs of thin PPyHQ films were employed to compare the rate 
constants of the HQ and PPy oxidation reactions (see Paper V for more de-
tails). It was found that the PPy charging is about twice as fast as the HQ 
oxidation, and the CP backbone is thus not rate limiting. This can be inter-
preted as the Fermi level set by the electrode being propagated throughout 
the polymer, and each PG subjected to this potential. When increasing the 
film thickness, this relation no longer holds, and diffusion limitations come 
into play. The diffusing species could be e.g. bipolarons hopping within or 
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between polymer strands, or physical diffusion of counter ions or protons in 
the electrolyte. The fact that the peak split is related to the concentration of 
the supporting electrolyte indicates that the counter ions are the limiting 
diffusing species, and this is confirmed by in situ conductivity experiments 
that are described in section 5.3.4. 

5.3.2 Mass effect 
The mass of e.g. a polymer deposited on an electrode can be measured in 
situ using EQCM. This technique relies on the piezoelectric effect, which 
occurs in some crystals (e.g. quartz), when an applied mechanical stress re-
sults in a potential across the crystal.96 Conversely, applying a potential 
across such crystals will produce mechanical strain and vibrations in the 
crystal. Oscillating the potential at a certain frequency yields a standing 
wave, and the required frequency changes when mass is deposited onto the 
crystal, as 

 

2
 

(23) 

for quartz, which is known as the Sauerbrey equation,96 where Δf is the fre-
quency change upon mass deposition, f0 is the frequency of the quartz crystal 
before mass deposition, Δm is the mass change, A is the piezoelectrically 
active area, µq and ρq are the shear modulus and density of quartz, respec-
tively, and Cf is called the sensitivity factor of the crystal. Hence, the mass 
change is directly proportional to the frequency change. This effect is uti-
lized in the EQCM technique to measure mass changes with nanogram sensi-
tivity: Thin metal layers are put onto both sides of a quartz crystal slide, and 
they are used both as the WE in an electrochemical setup and to apply the 
oscillating potential.96 In this way, mass changes occurring on the WE can be 
measured in situ during an electrochemical experiment. A number of as-
sumptions are made when using the Sauerbrey equation, e.g. that the density 
of the polymer is homogenous throughout the film, that the film is distribut-
ed evenly across the active area, and that the viscoelasticity is constant dur-
ing the course of the measurement.96 

CPs have been extensively studied with EQCM, as the mass changes can 
reveal what redox processes are taking place.96-100 EQCM is also very useful 
in electropolymerization, to relate the buildup of polymer mass to the CV 
current peaks and the charge passed during polymerization.96 The uptake of 
counter ions during CP redox cycling (Figure 7) can also be measured with 
EQCM.98-100 The normal case for PPy is therefore to observe constant mass 
below EPPy, and mass increase above EPPy at a roughly constant rate. The 
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mass change during cyclic voltammetry can be plotted versus the cumulative 
amount of electrons withdrawn (n), calculated from the CV current as 

 
1

 (24) 

(cf. Equation 7). The slope in the Δm vs n plot (dm/dn, in unit g/mol) corre-
sponds to the molar mass of the species that accompanies each charge. In the 
case of CPs, it usually relates well to the molar mass of the counter ion plus 
additional solvent. 

For PPyHQ (Papers IV & VI), this behavior is observed at potentials far 
from EQ

0’ (Figure 17a): The mass is constant below EPPy, and when the dop-
ing process starts the mass increases linearly with the amount of charges 
introduced to the polymer (Figure 17b at low n). This mass increase due to 
anion incorporation continues until the HQ PG oxidation reaction starts to 
occur at ~0.4 V (n ≈ 2 nmol). The mass of the polymer film then decreases 
rapidly, for some electrolytes to a value smaller than the initial mass of the 
completely reduced polymer (Figure 17b). The mass decrease occurs in a 
narrow potential interval (~200 mV) and is almost linear with n, although 
|dm/dn| is slightly larger towards the end of the oxidation. On the reduction 
sweep, the mass is reversibly restored at the reduction peak potential. dm/dn 
was evaluated at Ep,ox for P1 – P5 in NaCl, NaNO3 and NaClO4 acidic aque-
ous electrolytes at 0.1 M and 1 M concentrations, and dm/dn generally has a 
larger negative value for P1 and P2 than for the linked polymers. It is also 
interesting to note that the mass decrease for the linked polymers is slightly 
delayed, occurring at the end of the HQ oxidation peak. The variation be-
tween samples is much lower for P2 than for the other polymers that are 
made from methylated monomers (due to the variation in the amount of ac-
tive PGs), so a pattern in dm/dn with electrolyte is most obvious for P2 
(Figure 17b): |dm/dn| is larger for 0.1 M electrolytes than for the correspond-
ing 1 M electrolytes, and |dm/dn| is slightly larger for NaNO3 than for NaCl 
electrolyte; it is smaller for 0.1 M NaClO4 and much larger for 1 M NaClO4. 
This is qualitatively related to the polarity of the electrolyte.101 The mass 
effect increases in the following series of linkers (see Figure 9 for legend of 
the polymer names): 

P5 < P4 < P3 < P1 ≈ P2 
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Figure 17. EQCM experiments for P2 during CV oxidation sweeps in 1 M aqueous 
electrolytes, unless stated otherwise. a) CV current (black solid line) and concurrent 
mass change (dashed gray line) in NaNO3 electrolyte. b) Mass change vs amount of 
electrons withdrawn for different electrolyte salts. Measured frequency change 
shown on right y-axis. P1 in 1 M NaNO3, P2 in 0.1 M NaClO4 and P3 in 1 M 
NaClO4 also shown. 

The reason for the mass decrease cannot only be the loss of protons upon 
HQ to Q conversion (Equation 8), since they only account for ~1 % of the 
mass of the polymer. It can also not be explained only by the doping process 
occuring in reverse (as discussed in the next section), since the mass de-
creases below the mass in the fully dedoped state, and since dm/dn does not 
depend on the anion molar mass, but on the electrolyte polarity. The polarity 
of the polymer film is expected to decrease when the PGs are oxidized, since 
p-benzoquinone is much less polar than hydroquinone, causing expulsion of 
the polar electrolyte. However, this cannot be the only process occurring, 
because it would not be dependent on the linker unit, as observed. Oxidation 
of one PG would lead to a certain amount of electrolyte expelled, and dm/dn 
would be constant in the polymer series. 

We propose that the mass decrease is caused by increased PG interaction 
in the oxidized state, both due to hydrophobic interaction and π-π stacking. 
While HQ can form hydrogen bonds between PGs and with water, the inter-
action between the HQ π systems is limited. When oxidized Q units are 
formed, however, there are possibilities for strong PG interaction through 
HQ-Q interaction (forming stable quinhydrone complexes102) and Q-Q inter-
action, both via π-π stacking. The PG stacking leads to a contraction of the 
polymer film resulting in expulsion of solvent. The backbone of the poly-
mers with more flexible linkers experiences a smaller contraction since the 
PGs can pack without deformation of the whole polymer chain. This model 
is supported by the spectroelectrochemical findings and is discussed further 
in the following section. 
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5.3.3 Doping reversal 
As discussed in section 4.3.1, the doping level of CPs can be monitored by 
UV/vis/NIR spectroscopy. For this purpose, polymers were electropolymer-
ized onto electrically conducting and transparent glass slides (indium tin 
oxide coated quartz glass), which were used as the WE in electrochemical 
experiments, while measuring the in situ absorbance (Papers III, IV & VI). 
Photos of P1 are shown in Figure 18 in the various redox states. The color 
changes upon oxidation of the PPy backbone, as well as upon PG oxidation, 
are obvious, and can be utilized in e.g. displays and electrochromic win-
dows.3 Examples of spectra during cyclic voltammetry potential cycling are 
shown in Figure 19a as a 3D surface for P1. In this setup, PPy has the spec-
tra shown in Figure 19b in the reduced and oxidized states. The decrease of 
the band gap transition and increase of the transitions to the mid-gap states 
are clearly visible upon oxidation. These transitions are present in P1 as well 
(Figure 19c), with the addition of absorbance bands originating from the 
PGs. Difference spectra over the PG oxidation and reduction processes more 
clearly reveal two transitions in both redox states of the PGs, of which the 
strongest is the Q n-π* transition at 250 nm (Figure 19d). Since the PPy 
backbone has little change in absorbance at this wavelength (λ), it can be 
used to selectively probe the redox state of the PGs. The increase in absorb-
ance at 1000 nm due to PPy doping was chosen to assess the amount of bipo-
larons on the backbone, as the PGs do not absorb in this region (the peak in 
Figure 19d is due to the concurrent PPy doping). Both redox processes can 
thus be monitored separately and selectively with this method. 

The absorbance at 250 nm (Abs250nm) and 1000 nm (Abs1000nm) during a 
cyclic voltammetry oxidation sweep of the polymers is shown in Figure 20. 
Abs250nm of unsubstituted PPy is rather constant in the examined potential 
range, but for the quinone substituted polymers, a sigmoidal increase is evi-
dent as the PGs are oxidized, as expected from the Nernst equation and the 
Beer-Lambert law (inset in Figure 20). The inflection point of Abs250nm cor-
responds well to the PG oxidation peak potential for each polymer. Abs1000nm 
increases monotonously for PPy, corresponding to a constant doping rate. 
This is the case also for the substituted polymers at potentials far from EQ

0’, 
but upon examination of Abs1000nm during the PG redox conversion, an inter-
esting phenomenon is discovered. For P1, Abs1000nm is constant during the 
HQ to Q conversion, indicating that the bipolaron concentration is constant 
during this reaction. For P2, Abs1000nm even decreases, indicating a loss of 
bipolaron states and a reversal of the doping process during the PG oxida-
tion. The derivative of Abs1000nm with respect to potential (dAbs1000nm/dE, 
related to the doping rate) clearly shows that the formation of bipolarons 
stops (i.e. dAbs1000nm/dE decreases to zero) for P1 at EQ

0’, and for P2 it goes 
to negative values. Changing the electrolyte between NaCl, NaNO3 and 
NaClO4 has no effect on this behavior. Abs1000nm of the other, linked, poly-
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mers is also affected to varying degrees by the PG redox conversion: For P3 
the bipolaron formation stops at EQ

0’, while for P4 and P5 it merely slows, 
and dAbs1000nm/dE never goes to zero (see Figure 9 for legend of the polymer 
names). The effect follows this trend: 

PPy < P4 < P5 < P3 ≈ P1 << P2 

 
Figure 18. Photos of P1 in the various redox states: a) reduced, b) oxidized PPy but 
reduced PGs and c) oxidized PPy and PGs. Adapted from Paper III with permission 
from the publisher. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 

 
Figure 19. In situ UV/vis/NIR spectra during redox cycling. a) Spectra of P1 during 
three CV cycles. Spectra of b) unsubstituted PPy and c) P1 in the reduced (blue) and 
oxidized (yellow) states, and with oxidized PGs (red). d) Difference spectra of P1 
over the PG oxidation (red) and reduction (blue). The x-axis is the same in b – d, 
with energy scale below and wavelength scale on top. Gray vertical lines indicate 
wavelengths (250 and 1000 nm) that are shown in Figure 20. Adapted from Paper III 
with permission from the publisher. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. 

These results indicate that the energy of the bipolarons are higher with Q 
PGs than with HQ, so that the charged PPy state is destabilized when the 
PGs are oxidized. In other words, a lower bipolaron concentration is stable at 
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a certain potential in the Q substituted polymer than in the HQ state. A first, 
apparently reasonable, hypothesis to explain the bipolaron destabilization 
might be that the difference in electronegativity (electron withdrawing ef-
fect) of the HQ and Q moieties changes the electron density on the PPy 
backbone. DFT calculations of IID and PPyHQ monomers indeed indicate 
large shifts in charge distribution upon oxidation, which is not surprising 
considering that both molecules are conjugated. If this was the sole cause of 
the doping reversal, however, one would expect the effect to be much small-
er in the linked polymers, and specifically, the difference between P1 and P3 
(directly linked vs separated by -CH2-) should be considerable. Since this is 
not the case, there must be some other effect present. Furthermore, both 
PPyHQ and the linked polymers are very crowded, bearing a PG on each 
repeating unit, and the PGs can therefore not be coplanar with the PPy chain 
(Figure 21). The PGs are thus not in resonance with the main chain, and any 
influence from electronegativity would be relayed only through induction. 

Another effect of PG oxidation, that was already discussed in relation to 
the mass effect in the previous section, is the change in PG polarity. The 
decrease in the polarity of the polymer film as the hydrophobic Q moieties 
are formed would destabilize the charges on the PPy chain. The absence of 
influence from electrolyte polarity on the doping reversal does not contradict 
this hypothesis, since the effect would only depend on the interaction be-
tween the PGs and the backbone, and not the interaction with the electrolyte. 

When considering the PG interaction through hydrophobicity and π-π 
stacking that was concluded to be the cause of the mass effect, a remarkable 
yet consistent explanation for the doping reversal is reached. Considering 
first the non-linked polymers, Q-Q stacking would lead to twisting of the 
PPy backbone due to the severe steric restrictions (very few available bond 
rotations, see Figure 21), especially for intrachain stacking. This assumes 
that the energy gained from Q-Q stacking is greater than the loss of breaking 
the CP conjugation. The twisting of pyrrole units relative to each other 
would force the charges to localize on short chain segments, and the bipolar-
on states (Figure 6d) would disappear as new localized states are formed. 
Since the energy of these localized states is very high in energy, the number 
of charges is expected to decrease, lowering the doping level. The effect 
should be much greater for P2 than for P1 due to the larger amount of redox 
active PGs, which is also observed. The effect of the linker should be mainly 
related to its flexibility, since a flexible linker would decrease the need for 
PPy twisting and still allow Q-Q stacking. This is also the observed behav-
ior, with a larger effect for the shorter linkers, and for the conjugated linker. 
This effect is also not expected to depend on the electrolyte polarity, even 
though the same phenomenon is responsible for the polarity dependent mass 
effect. The reason is that only the interaction between the PGs and the back-
bone influences the doping reversal through charge localization, while the 
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interaction with the solvent only affects the amount of electrolyte expelled 
from the polymer film. 

 
Figure 20. Absorbance traces at 1000 nm (PPy bipolaron transition) during a CV 
oxidation sweep for all polymers. Inset shows the absorbance at 250 nm (Q n-π* 
transition) for PPy and P3. 

 
Figure 21. Calculated 3D structure of PPyHQ (DFT optimized 24-mer) showing van 
der Waals spheres (transparent green carbons) overlaid on a stick structure. Reprint-
ed from Paper III with permission from the publisher. Copyright 2013 American 
Chemical Society. 

Q-Q stacking and PPy twisting would lead to a loss of conductivity upon PG 
oxidation, due to the loss of mobile bipolaron states and charge localization. 
This is indeed observed, and is discussed in the following section. Not con-
sidering the concurrent loss of conductivity, a constant or decreasing doping 
level could be highly beneficial for CRPs, as it would allow a device to func-
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tion at a low doping level (increasing stability), and without counter ion cy-
cling (which is otherwise rate limiting). 

After obtaining insight into the doping reversal effect, reexamination of 
the PPyHQ CV is called for (Figure 14b). Consider P1, in which the PPy 
doping is halted at the quinone peak potential. This means that the current 
corresponding to PPy doping (iPPy) is zero at this potential, and the entire 
measured current is consumed in the HQ to Q redox process (iQ). For P2, in 
which the doping process reverses, iPPy should be negative at the peak poten-
tial. This corresponds to the fact that the PPy is being dedoped and the 
charge removed from the PPy backbone is consumed in the HQ to Q redox 
process, so that iQ is greater than the total recorded current. Hence it is non-
trivial to separate the charge from the PGs (qQ) and the backbone (qPPy) in a 
CV, as a linear baseline would definitely underestimate qQ, and the true 
baseline (iPPy) should follow the doping rate (dAbs1000nm/dE). Knowing qQ 
and qPPy is very helpful in estimating the amount of redox active PGs and the 
available specific capacity. Since a change in pH shifts the potential of the 
PGs, but does not affect the potential of the PPy backbone, redox titration 
can be employed to assess qQ: By fixing the potential of the polymer below 
the PG oxidation peak at a low pH value and then incrementally increasing 
the pH while recording the charge passed as EQ

0’ is lowered, only the charge 
from the PG and not the PPy doping charge will be recorded (except for the 
change in doping level effected by the PG oxidation, which also contributes 
a small value towards qQ). Such a redox titration of P2 is shown in Figure 22 
and can be compared to the result from PS measurements and the charges 
measured in a CV. These results clearly show that for P2 qQ coincides with 
the total charge under the CV peak, which should therefore be used to meas-
ure qQ. 

 
Figure 22. Redox titration (black circles) and charge measured in a PS measurement 
(gray squares). Charges measured in a CV shown as horizontal lines for comparison. 
The top and bottom axes are related by 59 mV/pH. 
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5.3.4 Conductivity 
The conductivity of a CRP is important in any application, and investigating 
this can also yield significant fundamental information about the processes 
occurring. Measuring ex situ conductivity is of limited use since there are a 
multitude of possible redox reactions, making control of the doping level 
extremely important, and large sample variation in ex situ conductivity is 
therefore common. In situ conductivity during electrochemical experiments 
such as a CV or PS is hence more valuable, though experimentally more 
difficult to measure. 

A setup with two WEs has been used in this project to measure conduct-
ance of the PPyHQ polymers, in which the polymer sample was electropol-
ymerized to cover both WEs (Figure 23). The potential of WE1 vs the RE 
(E) is controlled as usual, and a small potential bias (Ebias) between the WEs 
is imposed. On each WE, a faradaic current can flow (iF1 and iF2, respective-
ly), and there can also be some current flowing through the polymer from 
WE2 to WE1 (ip) due to the potential bias. The current on each WE is rec-
orded (i1 and i2, respectively), and the total current (itot) flows to the CE by 
ion movement. Ohm’s law103 over the polymer film shows that ip will be 
determined by the polymer resistance (Rp, Figure 23) for a certain applied 
Ebias as 

 
 

(25) 

By employing Kirchhoff’s first law103 (the sum of all currents in a point must 
be zero) for points I and II (Figure 23), and letting Δi = i2 – i1 and ΔiF = iF2 – 
iF1, we get 
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and finally by assuming that ΔiF << ip (vide infra), 

 2
 (30) 
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The conductance of the polymer (Gp, the inverse of resistance103) can then be 
calculated from Ohm’s law103 (Equation 25) as 

 

1
2

 
(31) 

and to evaluate the conductivity, the dimensions of the electrodes must be 
known, namely the distance between them (d) and the cross section area 
through which the current is flowing (A):103 

  (32) 

 
Figure 23. Circuit diagram of a setup to measure in situ conductivity, with an extra 
WE in addition to the usual three-electrode setup. A polymer film is attached to both 
WEs, and both the potential vs the RE and the potential bias between the two WEs is 
controlled. 

From Equation 25, it is evident that ip is proportional to Ebias and independent 
of ν. In a CV of a surface bound species, the faradaic current is proportional 
to ν (Equation 21), and is also a function of E and Ebias. The condition as-
sumed to get Equation 30 is therefore met when ν is sufficiently small for the 
chosen Ebias, which has been ensured for all measurements. 

The electrodes employed in this project were so called interdigitated array 
electrodes (IDAEs), in which each WE consists of 65 screen-printed gold or 
carbon bands that are interdigitated with the other WE (Figure 24a). By hav-
ing a multitude of bands, rather than just one pair, the device becomes less 
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sensitive to variations in polymer thickness, distribution, etc. IDAEs have 
been used to some extent to measure conductivity of CPs and CRPs,77,104 as 
have various other types of devices with two WEs.74,105,106 

The current for each WE in a CV of P3 on an IDAE is shown in Figure 
25a, where a potential bias of 10 mV was applied between the WEs as the 
potential vs the RE was cycled. Above EPPy, the difference in current (origi-
nating from ip) is evident. Figure 25b shows the in situ conductance during 
the CV, calculated using Equation 31. Below EPPy, there is no conductance, 
as expected, and as the polymer backbone is oxidized, Gp increases almost 
linearly with potential. At the beginning of the HQ oxidation peak, Gp drops 
drastically as the polymer loses almost all conductivity. On the reduction 
sweep, Gp is restored when the PGs are reduced. The drop in Gp supports the 
hypothesis that the bipolarons are localized upon PG oxidation, radically 
lowering their mobility. Obviously, conductivity loss is undesirable in an 
EES device as well as in most other applications. It could nonetheless find 
use in transistors, in which rapid changes in conductivity are desired.77,104,107 
The fact that Gp drops in the very beginning of the oxidation peak suggests 
that it is not connected to the macroscopic contraction of the polymer film, 
which is delayed to higher potentials for P3, but rather to the localization of 
bipolaron states seen spectroscopically. 

 
Figure 24. a) Schematic view of the type of IDAE used, showing the two separated 
WEs and the protecting plastic film defining the electroactive area where polymeri-
zation can occur. b) and c) SEM micrographs of P5 electropolymerized on an IDAE. 
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Figure 25. a) CV of P3 on an IDAE in aqueous electrolyte, showing the separate 
currents from both WEs (two scans). b) Conductance during the first CV scan (black 
line, arrows indicate scan direction) and during steady state conditions in PS meas-
urements (gray squares). The vertical line shows the potential of the sudden drop in 
conductance. 

An absolute value for σ cannot be obtained at present, since the cross section 
area limiting the current (A in Equation 32) is not known. Figure 24c clearly 
shows that the thickness of the polymer film is lower between the electrodes 
than above them, and the distribution is also not uniform, making determina-
tion of A complicated. Hence, it is difficult to compare results between dif-
ferent polymers. By e.g. coating the IDAE with a polymer suspension to 
achieve a uniform layer, rather than using electropolymerization, σ might be 
attainable. 

PS experiments with the IDAEs can provide important kinetic infor-
mation, through calculation of the apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp) of the 
charge carrier in the polymer. Consider an experiment where both WEs are 
initially held at the same potential Ebase (and hence with equal concentrations 
of bipolarons at both WEs), and at t = 0 the potentials of either WE is 
stepped to Ebase ± Ebias/2. At t > 0, there will be a gradient of bipolarons (i.e. a 
gradient of charge carriers and doping level) developing between the WEs, 
with no net change in polymer charge. When steady state conditions have 
been reached (t → ∞), the gradient will be linear (Figure 26a), causing a 
constant current flowing between the electrodes (ip = iSS). At short times, the 
current could be limited either by electron hopping (most likely interchain, 
but could possibly also be intrachain hopping) or by the physical diffusion of 
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counter ions due to the need to change the doping level of the polymer as the 
gradient develops. At long times, however, the doping level is constant at 
each position, and iSS will therefore only be limited by electron hopping, and 
not by physical diffusion. By comparing Dapp in those two time regimes, it is 
possible to assess whether it is electron or ion movement that limits fast cy-
cling of the polymer. 

 
Figure 26. a) Concentration profile over two WEs of an IDAE at steady state condi-
tions. b) Idealized polymer film thickness profile in the same region. * denotes the 
part of the polymer between the electrodes that carries the current. 

In order to calculate Dapp it is convenient to use the CP capacitance to access 
the difference in concentration of charge carriers between two potentials. C 
can be expressed as 

 
⋅

 (33) 

where Δq is the charge change for a certain potential change ΔE, and Δn is 
the corresponding change in amount of charge carriers with charge z.24 The 
difference in concentration of charge carriers (ΔΦ) between the electrodes 
after application of the potential bias (ΔE = Ebias) can then be written as  

  (34) 

where V is the total polymer volume (for which the capacitance is meas-
ured). Fick’s first law of diffusion for this system, assuming a linear concen-
tration gradient (Figure 26a), is 

  (35) 
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where J is the diffusion flux of charge carriers across the polymer and ∂Φ/∂x 
is the spatial concentration gradient.24,108 The steady-state current at the end 
of the PS experiment can therefore be expressed as 

  (36) 

To assess Dapp, it is necessary to make some assumptions regarding the ge-
ometry of the polymer film on the electrodes. For electropolymerized films, 
one can for example assume that the polymer thickness is distributed as 
shown in Figure 26b (which seems like a reasonable simplification consider-
ing the micrographs in Figure 24b and c). By introducing a geometry factor, 
γ, defined as 

 
1 

(37) 

where h1 and h2 are the polymer thicknesses between and above the elec-
trodes, respectively (Figure 26b), the dimensions can expressed as 

 
⋅  

(38) 
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  (40) 

where w is the width of the electrodes (perpendicular to the view in Figure 
26b). This assumes that the current flows exclusively and entirely through 
the part of the polymer that is between the electrodes (marked * in Figure 
26b). If the polymer film is completely uniform, γ = 2 (neglecting the height 
of the electrodes), and if the polymer is twice as thick above the electrodes 
compared to in between, γ = 3. Hence, γ = 2 should be considered as a lower 
limiting case, and γ might be larger if the polymer layer between the elec-
trodes is thin. From Equation 40 it is clear that γ can be thought of as the 
ratio between the entire polymer volume (V) and the limiting volume that 
the current flows through (A∙d, * in Figure 26b). Equation 40 can be inserted 
into Equation 36 to yield 

 
 

(41) 
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C can be determined from e.g. a CV or constant current experiment, d is 
known for the IDAE and γ has to be estimated. Dapp can then be determined 
e.g. by recording iSS for a range of Ebias values (Figure 27a). The slope in an 
iSS vs Ebias plot is incidentally equal to the conductance (Equations 25 and 
31), thus: 

 / ∙  (42) 

Dapp values calculated in this way for P3 (using γ = 10) are shown in Figure 
27b (blue squares). As the conductivity decreases when the PGs are oxi-
dized, Dapp also decreases by an order of magnitude. 

 
Figure 27. a) Current transients for P3 with Ebias = 4 (green), 10 (red), 20 (blue), and 
40 mV (black). Also plotted vs t-1/2 in inset. b) Dapp values under steady state (blue 
squares) and dynamic (red circles) conditions, on a logarithmic scale. 

The dynamic Dapp can be evaluated from the Cotrell equation,24,108 by utiliz-
ing the capacitance and the geometry factor as before (Equations 34 and 40): 

 2 2 2
 (43) 

where i(t) is the current transient over time in the PS (-i1 and i2). Plotting i(t) 
at short times vs t-1/2 yields straight lines whose slopes depend linearly on 
Ebias (inset in Figure 27a). Dapp under dynamic conditions can thus be ob-
tained, and are shown in Figure 27b (red circles). For all potentials, Dapp is 
about two orders of magnitude lower under dynamic conditions than under 
steady state conditions. Therefore, at short times (or fast cycling), the current 
is limited by the physical diffusion of counter ions as the doping level is 
changed, and not by electron hopping (which is limiting at steady state con-
ditions, and is shown to be much faster). Also the dynamic Dapp decreases an 
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order of magnitude upon PG oxidation, supporting the hypothesis that the 
polymer film contracts, impeding ion diffusion. 

5.3.5 Proof of concept all-polymer battery 
An all-polymer battery would ideally feature a p-dopable CRP on the posi-
tive electrode and an n-dopable CRP on the negative electrode, to achieve a 
high cell potential. However, both electrodes can in principle consist of 
p-dopable CRPs, as long as the formal potential of the PGs are sufficiently 
different. This would yield a low cell potential, limited to the conducting and 
stable potential region of the CP backbone, but could serve as proof of con-
cept. EQ

0’ for the PPy-quinone polymers discussed so far (Figure 9) are too 
similar for this purpose. As seen for the IIDs, however, introduction of elec-
tron withdrawing groups, e.g. methoxy substituents, on the quinone moiety 
will decrease the formal potential (Figure 11b). Hence, the polymer shown in 
Figure 28 (P6) was synthesized, and it exhibits PG redox activity just above 
EPPy, as desired. A battery cell consisting of P6 on the negative electrode and 
P3 on the positive electrode was constructed. Both polymers were electro-
polymerized onto glassy carbon plates, without any additives, which were 
then assembled in a sandwich configuration with a filter paper separator. 
Constant current charge and discharge curves of the cell (Figure 28) exhibit 
a potential plateau at the modest cell potential of ~0.15 V. The battery cell 
could be cycled at high rates with reasonable performance (up to ~10 C, i.e. 
full charge in 0.1 hours), showing that no conducting additives are needed 
when redox matched CRPs are used as the active materials, making high 
specific capacities possible. It is also evident that CRPs can be charged and 
discharged as battery materials (rather than capacitors, cf. Figure 3a). 

 
Figure 28. Constant current charge and discharge curves for a proof of concept bat-
tery cell consisting of pure P6 and P3 on the electrodes. Cell potential vs amount of 
charge stored at various charging rates. Aqueous electrolyte buffered at pH 2.00. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

In this thesis, PPy-quinone polymers were demonstrated as a suitable model 
system for studying the electrochemical processes in CRPs. Although so far 
there is limited research on CRPs for organic EES purposes, we anticipate 
that they will constitute an important class of materials in the next generation 
of EES. In general, using organic compounds as the active material in LIBs 
can enable sustainable EES while providing competitive performance to 
inorganic materials. CRPs can solve the two major issues with organic EES 
compounds, namely dissolution of the active material leading to capacity 
fading during cycling, and high resistance due to slow charge transport be-
tween redox active sites. Polymers consisting of quinone moieties linked to a 
PPy backbone were chosen as a model for investigation of the design princi-
ples of CRPs aimed at EES. A few specific remarks concerning the PPyHQ 
system are appropriate: 

Despite the deceivingly simple and reversible CV of the PPyHQ poly-
mers, many processes are occurring during the PG oxidation, including dop-
ing reversal, PG stacking and loss of conductivity. The need for precise 
spectroscopic measurements and careful examination of the data is probably 
the reason that doping reversal has not been reported for any CPs in the liter-
ature previously. Investigation by many different techniques that yield com-
plementary information is also necessary to get a complete and accurate 
picture of the CRP properties. For example, the constant doping level in P1 
was initially deemed to be beneficial, since the PG redox conversion would 
not be limited by the backbone doping, and the PG capacity could be utilized 
at constant doping level. It was only through investigation by multiple tech-
niques that it was discovered that this was due to charge localization with 
subsequent decrease in conductivity. 

The importance of the linker unit between the PGs and the polymer back-
bone is obvious from this study. While the IID monomers are not able to 
form polymers at all, moving the quinone moiety out from the backbone as 
in PPyHQ enables formation of well-functioning CRPs. The loss of conduc-
tivity in the directly linked polymer however shows that the influence of the 
PGs is still too great for optimal performance. By increasing the distance 
between the two redox systems further, through the introduction of a flexible 
alkyl linker, the interaction is decreased and the detrimental effects of the 
doping reversal are avoided. 
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In conclusion, PPy-quinone CRPs constitute an interesting subject of 
study that can yield important information about the design of CRPs for 
organic EES. Owing to their unique properties, PPyHQ polymers could find 
uses in applications such as transistors, sensors, actuators and electrochromic 
windows. Quinone CRPs will be of limited use in EES, however, since they 
are only redox matched in aqueous electrolytes, which do not allow for very 
high or low potentials, yielding low battery cell potentials (although the spe-
cific energy might still be competitive). 

Investigations in the research group will continue on the PPyHQ system, 
primarily concerning the in situ conductivity. Furthermore, the rapid contrac-
tion during PG oxidation could be utilized in actuator applications, and some 
preliminary work has been done to quantify the volume changes and move-
ment of the polymer film. CRPs with other PGs, such as nitroxides, that will 
be useful in organic solvents, are also being examined. Some progress has 
also been made in CRPs as negative LIB electrode materials, with aromatic 
dicarboxylates on a polypyridine backbone, using the same design principles 
as for the positive electrode presented here. The overall goal of this project is 
to make a completely organic polymer battery, with CRPs on both elec-
trodes, as already tested in a proof of concept battery cell, but aiming for 
much higher cell potential by utilizing an n-dopable polymer on the negative 
electrode. 
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7. Summary in Swedish 

Elektriskt ledande polymerer har många unika egenskaper som lett till att de 
fått en rad olika användningsområden. Metallisk ledningsförmåga som kan 
moduleras m.h.a. den applicerade potentialen är kanske deras viktigaste 
egenskap, samt möjligheten att tillverka dem billigt vid låg temperatur i t.ex. 
lösning eller suspension. Både ledande polymerer och redoxpolymerer har 
använts för energilagringssyfte, och på senare tid har även intresset för låg-
molekylära organiska föreningar som aktivt material i batterielektroder ökat 
kraftigt. Den främsta anledningen till detta är att de kan tillverkas från förny-
elsebara källor genom miljövänliga metoder vid låga temperaturer, i kontrast 
till de oorganiska metalloxider som används i dagens batterier, som kommer 
från energikrävande utvinning ur bergarter. De två största problemen med 
organiska batterimaterial är att de nästan alltid är lättlösliga, vilket gör att 
den tillgängliga kapaciteten minskar snabbt, samt att resistansen genom 
materialet är hög eftersom laddningstransporten mellan de enskilda moleky-
lerna är långsam. I det här projektet har s.k. ledande redoxpolymerer under-
sökts för detta ändamål: Genom att funktionalisera en ledande polymer med 
redoxaktiva grupper fås en polymer som kan klassificeras både som en 
redoxpolymer och som en ledande polymer, och som har karaktäristiska 
egenskaper för båda typerna. Ledande polymerer laddas med kondensatorbe-
teende, d.v.s. att potentialen ändras linjärt med den tillförda laddningen, 
medan uppladdningen av redoxpolymerer sker vid en fix potential, som för 
ett batteri (se figur 1 och 3). Energin lagras i de redoxaktiva grupperna, och 
eftersom de är immobiliserade på en polymer så finns inget problem med 
lösligheten. Det elektriskt ledande polymerskelettet förbättrar laddnings-
transporten avsevärt, och därmed kan den här typen av polymer lösa båda de 
stora problemen med organiska batterimaterial. Trots detta finns väldigt få 
tidigare studier på ledande redoxpolymerer, till skillnad från den oerhörda 
mängd undersökningar av både ledande polymerer och redoxpolymerer. De 
ledande redoxpolymerer som har studerats innehåller nästan alltid metaller 
(vilket är olämpligt för organisk energilagring), eller så har inte egenskaper-
na från båda redoxsystemen kunnat utnyttjas samtidigt (d.v.s. vid samma 
potential). 

De polymerer som beskrivs i den här avhandlingen är baserade på po-
lypyrrol som funktionaliserats med kinon (figur 9). Båda komponenternas 
egenskaper har tidigare undersökts grundligt var för sig, men inte deras bete-
ende i ledande redoxpolymerer. Detta modellsystem valdes just p.g.a. deras 
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välkända och robusta redoxreaktioner, för att kunna undersöka interaktionen 
mellan de två redoxsystemen och identifiera de viktigaste designprinciperna. 
Implikationer för polymererna som aktivt material i batterielektroder har 
varit huvudfokus, men de skulle även kunna få användning i andra applikat-
ioner där ledande polymerer eller redoxpolymerer används idag, bl.a. solcell-
ler, sensorer, displayer, transistorer och molekylära motorer. Polymererna 
har undersökts med olika beräkningsmetoder (framför allt baserade på tät-
hetsfunktionalteori) samt experimentellt med olika elektrokemiska metoder 
och kopplat in situ med spektroskopi, kvartskristallmikrogravimetri och 
konduktivitetsmätningar. Nedan sammanfattas de viktigaste resultaten från 
den här studien. 

En metod har tagits fram för att entydigt och noggrant bestämma proton-
kopplade redoxpotentialer. Denna metod kan användas för att i en dator söka 
igenom stora mängder redoxaktiva molekyler innan de faktiskt syntetiseras. 
Beräkningarna indikerar också att det kommer vara möjligt att selektivt styra 
potentialen för kinongrupperna separat från polypyrrolskelettet, vilket är 
önskvärt. Ett antal olika kinonfunktionaliserade pyrrolmonomerer syntetise-
rades och polymeriserades elektrokemiskt. Avståndet mellan den ledande 
polymeren och kinongrupperna (d.v.s. längden och flexibiliteten hos länk-
enheten) hade en stor effekt på polymerens egenskaper och interaktionen 
mellan de två redoxsystemen. Specifikt studerades samband mellan polyme-
rens dopningsgrad, massförändringar och ledningsförmåga under de olika 
redoxreaktionernas förlopp. En så kallad avdopningseffekt kunde påvisas i 
de ledande redoxpolymererna, som var olika kraftig beroende på länk och 
mängd aktiva kinongrupper. Normalt ökar dopningsgraden (antalet ladd-
ningar på polymerkedjan) med potentialen, men för vissa polypyrrol-kinon-
polymerer var dopningsgraden konstant eller t.o.m. minskade när sidogrup-
perna oxiderades. Detta beror på att sidogruppernas interaktion med 
varandra är större i den oxiderade formen än i den reducerade, både p.g.a. 
hydrofoba interaktioner och π-π-packning. Den ökade sidogruppsinterakt-
ionen tvingar polypyrrolskelettet att böja och vrida sig, vilket leder till loka-
lisering av laddningarna, och därmed avdopning och en minskning i led-
ningsförmåga. Ytterligare en effekt är att polymeren kontraherar och mins-
kar i massa då elektrolyt trycks ut ur polymerfilmen. En längre och mer flex-
ibel länk gör att sidogruppernas oxidering får mindre effekt på polymerens 
dopningsgrad, eftersom vridningen av skelettet inte behöver vara lika kraftig. 

Studien har gett insikt i hur en serie ledande redoxpolymerer beter sig un-
der redoxcykling, och några allmänna designprinciper för denna typ av po-
lymerer har erhållits: Beräkningsmetoder är ett bra första steg för att välja ut 
lämpliga strukturer att tillverka, framförallt genom att jämföra redoxpoten-
tialer. I polypyrrol-kinon-polymerer behövs inget avstånd mellan systemen 
för att selektivt kunna ändra potentialen för sidogrupperna. Länken mellan 
den ledande polymeren och sidogrupperna måste dock vara tillräckligt lång 
och flexibel för att inte få andra negativa interaktioner, men en alltför lång 
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länk kan leda till långsam elektronöverföring. Det nya avdopningsfenomenet 
i dessa polymerer är antagligen inte önskvärt i batterimaterial, men skulle 
kunna vara användbart i t.ex. aktuatorer (p.g.a. den mekaniska kontraktion-
en) eller transistorer (p.g.a. den snabba förändringen i ledningsförmåga). 
Med en lång och flexibel länk mellan polypyrrol och kinon (-CH2-CH2- är 
tillräckligt) är dock avdopningen försumbar. Dessa polymerer i sig är ändå 
inte lämpliga som batterimaterial eftersom de måste användas i vattenbase-
rade elektrolyter, vilket ger begränsad potential, och de ska endast ses som 
modellsystem för ledande redoxpolymerer. Andra system baserade på dessa 
designprinciper är dock mycket lovande för elektrodmaterial i framtida mil-
jövänliga batterier. I förlängningen skulle det vara möjligt att tillverka orga-
niska batterier uteslutande av polymerer. En sådan proof-of-concept-
battericell, med olika ledande redoxpolymerer som aktiva material på båda 
elektroderna, har också testats här. 
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